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Nikhef TechnoBorrel, 1-5-2023

Waarom bestaat er iets in plaats van niets?

“Over Beauty-deeltjes, antimaterie
en een nieuwe natuurkracht”
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Flavor puzzle: waarom bestaan er drie generaties identieke deeltjes?

Hoe is de antimaterie verdwenen in het universum?
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Materie en Antimaterie
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Bouwstenen van materie
Molecuul Atoom

Atoomkern

Proton/Neutron
Quark

Elektron

𝑢
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Lego blokken van de natuur

Bouwstenen van materie

periodiek systeem

Zelfs…
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Paul Dirac en antimaterie
• 1928: 

§ Dirac’s relativistische quantum theorie
§ Voorspelling: voor elk type deeltje

bestaat er een identiek anti-deeltje!
• 1932: 

§ Anderson ontdekt het anti-elektron

Dirac AntiDirac

Paul Dirac Carl Anderson
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Antimaterie

Waterstof atoom Antiwaterstof atoom
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Antiwaterstof (𝑝!𝑒") bestaat!

Het ATHENA experiment op CERN (2002)

𝑝" + 𝑝! → 4 𝜋 𝑒! + 𝑒" → 𝛾𝛾
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Molecuul Atoom

Atoom kern

Quark

Elektron

Een wereld van materie en …

Proton/Neutron
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Anti-Molecuul
Anti-Atoom

Anti-atoomkern

Anti-Proton / 
anti-Neutron

Anti-Quark

… een wereld van antimaterie

Identieke
anti-wereld

Anti-elektron
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Albert Einstein: Energie = materie + antimaterie

® e-e+

®e-e+
Annihilatie:
materie + antimaterie à energie :

Creatie:
Energie à materie + antimaterie :

e+e-

E=mc2
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Annihilatie:
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Creatie:
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Vroege Universum: waar is de antimaterie heen?

Inderdaad: Waarom is er eigenlijk iets in plaats van niets?!
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CERN
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CERN: Deeltjes Fysica lab
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Bouw van de Atlas detector
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Het grootste fototoestel op aarde
• 45 m x 25 m
• 3000 fysici

80 MegaPixel “camera”: 40.000.000 foto’s per seconde

Het Atlas Experiment
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Deeltjes botsingen
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Deeltjes botsingen

QM: “Alles dat kan gebeuren zal gebeuren”
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Deeltjes botsingen
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De Elementaire Deeltjes
Lading
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De Elementaire Deeltjes
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Krachten: “Standaard Model”
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Vier fundamentele natuurkrachten
Zwaartekracht:

Elektromagnetisme:

Sterke kernkracht:

Zwakke kernkracht:

Werkt op alle deeltjes met massa

Werkt op alle elektrisch geladen deeltjes

Werkt op alle quarks

Werkt op alle deeltjes

22 Lecture 1. Particles and Forces
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Figure 1.11: Feynman diagrams of fundamental lowest order perturbation theory pro-
cesses in a: electromagnetic, b: weak and c: strong interaction.

There is an important difference between the electromagnetic force on one hand, and
the weak and strong force on the other hand. The photon does not carry charge and,
therefore, does not interact with itself. The gluons, however, carry color and do interact
amongst each other. Also, the weak vector bosons carry weak isospin and undergo a
self coupling.

The strength of an interaction is determined by the coupling constant as well as the
mass of the vector boson. Contrary to its name the couplings are not constant, but
vary as a function of energy. At a momentum transfer of 1015 GeV the couplings of
electromagnetic, weak and strong interaction all have the same value. In the quest of
unification it is often assumed that the three forces unify to a grand unification force at
this energy.

Due to the self coupling of the force carriers the running of the coupling constants
of the weak and strong interaction are opposite to that of electromagnetism. Electro-
magnetism becomes weaker at low momentum (i.e. at large distance), the weak and the
strong force become stronger at low momentum or large distance. The strong interac-
tion coupling even diverges at momenta less than a few 100 MeV (the perturbative QCD
description breaks down). This leads to confinement: the existence of colored objects
(i.e. objects with net strong charge) is forbidden.

Finally, the Standard Model includes a, not yet observed, scalar Higgs boson, which
provides mass to the vector bosons and fermions in the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism.

Figure 1.12: Running of the coupling constants and possible unification point. On the
left: Standard Model. On the right: Supersymmetric Standard Model.
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Zijn krachten identiek voor
materie and antimaterie?
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LHCB experiment: vervallen van B deeltjes
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Deeltjes botsingen
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LHCb Detector: B-particles

23 sep 2010                  19:49:24
Run 79646        Event 143858637

Reconstrueer miljoenen 𝐵-deeltjes vervallen 
en selecteer interesante gevallen.
Is materie anders dan antimaterie?

Zoom in op 
botsingspunt 
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B-vervalsproces: 
materie vs antimaterie

Materie vervalsproces anders dan antimaterie versie!
Quantum krachten tussen deeltjes en anti-deeltjes niet geheel identiek!

B0→ K+ p-

Materie proces

B0→ K-p+

Antimaterie proces

𝐵! → 𝐾"𝜋# 𝐵! → 𝐾#𝜋"

B deeltje verval naar
een 𝐾" en een 𝜋# particle

anti-B deeltje verval naar
een 𝐾#en een 𝜋" deeltje
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B-vervalsproces: 
materie vs antimaterie

B0→ K+ p-

Materie proces

B0→ K-p+

Antimaterie proces

anti-B deeltje verval naar
een 𝐾#en een 𝜋" deeltje

𝐵! → 𝐾"𝜋# 𝐵! → 𝐾#𝜋"

Dit gebeurt alleen als er tenminste
drie generaties deeltjes bestaan!!! 

The materie – antimaterie
symmetrie is verbroken

B deeltje verval naar
een 𝐾" en een 𝜋# particle
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Quarks

Leptons

50.000001% 49.999999%

à Asymmetrie in kracht
à Beetje meer materie dan antimaterie
à Rest annihileert
à Materie universum blijft over

Vroege Universum: waar is de antimaterie heen? 
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Quarks

Leptons

50.000001% 49.999999%

à Asymmetrie in kracht
à Beetje meer materie dan antimaterie
à Rest annihileert
à Materie universum blijft over

Vroege Universum: waar is de antimaterie heen? 

Helaas: het werkt niet!
Asymmetrie is niet groot genoeg.
Verklaring vereist nieuwe kracht!
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Een nieuwe natuurkracht? 
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Standaardmodel: Universaliteit van de Krachten

Krachten zijn identiek voor deeltjes van 1e, 2e en 3e generatie.
è “Universaliteit”

1 2 3

22 Lecture 1. Particles and Forces
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Figure 1.11: Feynman diagrams of fundamental lowest order perturbation theory pro-
cesses in a: electromagnetic, b: weak and c: strong interaction.

There is an important difference between the electromagnetic force on one hand, and
the weak and strong force on the other hand. The photon does not carry charge and,
therefore, does not interact with itself. The gluons, however, carry color and do interact
amongst each other. Also, the weak vector bosons carry weak isospin and undergo a
self coupling.

The strength of an interaction is determined by the coupling constant as well as the
mass of the vector boson. Contrary to its name the couplings are not constant, but
vary as a function of energy. At a momentum transfer of 1015 GeV the couplings of
electromagnetic, weak and strong interaction all have the same value. In the quest of
unification it is often assumed that the three forces unify to a grand unification force at
this energy.

Due to the self coupling of the force carriers the running of the coupling constants
of the weak and strong interaction are opposite to that of electromagnetism. Electro-
magnetism becomes weaker at low momentum (i.e. at large distance), the weak and the
strong force become stronger at low momentum or large distance. The strong interac-
tion coupling even diverges at momenta less than a few 100 MeV (the perturbative QCD
description breaks down). This leads to confinement: the existence of colored objects
(i.e. objects with net strong charge) is forbidden.

Finally, the Standard Model includes a, not yet observed, scalar Higgs boson, which
provides mass to the vector bosons and fermions in the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism.

Figure 1.12: Running of the coupling constants and possible unification point. On the
left: Standard Model. On the right: Supersymmetric Standard Model.
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LHCb: Vervallen B-deeltjes hetzelfde 
naar elektronen en naar muonen ?

23 sep 2010                  19:49:24
Run 79646        Event 143858637

Lepton universality

In the Standard Model leptons feel the same 
interaction strength

5

=e µ
e µ

B
K

B
K
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Lepton universality
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R niet precies gelijk aan 1??
è Verschillende kracht voor elektronen and muonen?!

2021 2021

LHCb: Vervallen B-deeltjes hetzelfde 
naar elektronen en naar muonen ? 

𝑅!∗ 𝑅!
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23 Maart 2021: Krantenkoppen… “voorzichtige opwinding” 

- Guardian

Zijn we een nieuwe natuurkracht met muonen aan het ontdekken?!
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Twee weken later in Fermilab … muon magnetisch moment?!
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Twee weken later in Fermilab … muon magnetisch moment?!

Standaard Model
voorspelling

Experimentele
meting

Het Standaardmodel lijkt niet te voldoen
è Een nieuwe quantum kracht nodig?!
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LHCb: Vervallen B-deeltjes hetzelfde 
naar elektronen en naar muonen ?
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van de elektronen…
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Figure 2: The fitted invariant mass distributions of the rare (top) B+
and (bottom) B0

candidates

in (left) the low-q2 and (right) central-q2 regions. The plotted components are identified in the

legend. OLD PLOT FOR NOW BUT YOU GET THE IDEA, WILL BE SINGLE-
COLUMN 1:1 ratio SO 170 words

and uncertainties.247

The invariant mass distributions of the rare electron candidates resulting from the248

final fit to the four lepton universality observables are shown in Figure 2. The measured249

values of the observables of interest are250

low-q2
(
RK = 0.994 +0.090

�0.082 (stat)
+0.027
�0.029 (syst),

RK⇤ = 0.927 +0.093
�0.087 (stat)

+0.034
�0.033 (syst)

central-q2
(
RK = 0.949 +0.042

�0.041 (stat)
+0.023
�0.023 (syst),

RK⇤ = 1.027 +0.072
�0.068 (stat)

+0.027
�0.027 (syst).

All four measurements are in agreement with predictions of the SM. []251

Systematic uncertainties associated with e�ciencies are evaluated by varying the252

assumptions made when calibrating the simulated samples. The biggest uncertainty of253

this type is the stability of the rKJ/ and rK
⇤

J/ ratios as a function of di↵erent kinematic and254

geometric variables associated with these decays. The overall systematic uncertainties for255

e�ciencies are below 1% in all cases except RK⇤ low-q2 where they are 2%. Systematic256

uncertainties associated with the modeling of rare decay form factors are evaluated using257

simulation and found to be negligible for B+ decays and around 1% for B0 decays.258

Systematic uncertainties associated with the modeling of the invariant mass distributions259

are dominated by the data-driven modeling of misidentified backgrounds, and are 2–2.5%260

7

Analysis: results

✦ Most precise and accurate LFU 
test in  transition 
 

✦ Compatible with SM with a 
simple  test on 4 measurement 
at 0.2 

b → sℓℓ

χ2

σ
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in (left) the low-q2 and (right) central-q2 regions. The plotted components are identified in the
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and uncertainties.247

The invariant mass distributions of the rare electron candidates resulting from the248

final fit to the four lepton universality observables are shown in Figure 2. The measured249

values of the observables of interest are250

low-q2
(
RK = 0.994 +0.090

�0.082 (stat)
+0.027
�0.029 (syst),

RK⇤ = 0.927 +0.093
�0.087 (stat)

+0.034
�0.033 (syst)

central-q2
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�0.041 (stat)
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All four measurements are in agreement with predictions of the SM. []251

Systematic uncertainties associated with e�ciencies are evaluated by varying the252

assumptions made when calibrating the simulated samples. The biggest uncertainty of253

this type is the stability of the rKJ/ and rK
⇤

J/ ratios as a function of di↵erent kinematic and254

geometric variables associated with these decays. The overall systematic uncertainties for255

e�ciencies are below 1% in all cases except RK⇤ low-q2 where they are 2%. Systematic256

uncertainties associated with the modeling of rare decay form factors are evaluated using257

simulation and found to be negligible for B+ decays and around 1% for B0 decays.258

Systematic uncertainties associated with the modeling of the invariant mass distributions259

are dominated by the data-driven modeling of misidentified backgrounds, and are 2–2.5%260

7

Analysis: results

✦ Most precise and accurate LFU 
test in  transition 
 

✦ Compatible with SM with a 
simple  test on 4 measurement 
at 0.2 

b → sℓℓ

χ2

σ

De R waarde lijkt nu wel 
gelijk aan 1 te zijn?!
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Maar bij het muon kloppen steeds meer metingen niet!

24 april 2013

De puzzel wordt 
steeds dieper.

Fermilab g-2 resultaat

LHCb resultaat
S.M. MeasuredObservable
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Vier(?)  fundamentele natuurkrachten
Zwaartekracht:

Elektromagnetisme:

Sterke kernkracht:

Zwakke kernkracht:

Werkt op alle deeltjes met massa

Werkt op alle elektrisch geladen deeltjes

Werkt op alle quarks

Werkt op alle deeltjes

22 Lecture 1. Particles and Forces
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Figure 1.11: Feynman diagrams of fundamental lowest order perturbation theory pro-
cesses in a: electromagnetic, b: weak and c: strong interaction.

There is an important difference between the electromagnetic force on one hand, and
the weak and strong force on the other hand. The photon does not carry charge and,
therefore, does not interact with itself. The gluons, however, carry color and do interact
amongst each other. Also, the weak vector bosons carry weak isospin and undergo a
self coupling.

The strength of an interaction is determined by the coupling constant as well as the
mass of the vector boson. Contrary to its name the couplings are not constant, but
vary as a function of energy. At a momentum transfer of 1015 GeV the couplings of
electromagnetic, weak and strong interaction all have the same value. In the quest of
unification it is often assumed that the three forces unify to a grand unification force at
this energy.

Due to the self coupling of the force carriers the running of the coupling constants
of the weak and strong interaction are opposite to that of electromagnetism. Electro-
magnetism becomes weaker at low momentum (i.e. at large distance), the weak and the
strong force become stronger at low momentum or large distance. The strong interac-
tion coupling even diverges at momenta less than a few 100 MeV (the perturbative QCD
description breaks down). This leads to confinement: the existence of colored objects
(i.e. objects with net strong charge) is forbidden.

Finally, the Standard Model includes a, not yet observed, scalar Higgs boson, which
provides mass to the vector bosons and fermions in the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism.

Figure 1.12: Running of the coupling constants and possible unification point. On the
left: Standard Model. On the right: Supersymmetric Standard Model.
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Quantum
Graviton exchange?
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Quantum
gluon exchange:

Quantum 
W, Z exchange:

Quantum 
photon exchange:

+ ???
Vijfde kracht?
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Quarks

Leptons

50.000001% 49.999999%

Door een vijfde kracht in de Big Bang?!
+ ???

Conclusie: Hoe is de antimaterie verdwenen in het universum?
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Toekomst: “Cirkels en Driehoeken”
Deeltjesversnellers: fysica van de Big Bang …

Gravitatie-detectoren: luisteren naar de Big Bang…

FCC

ETLISA

LHC
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Toekomst: “Cirkels en Driehoeken”
Deeltjesversnellers: fysica van de Big Bang …

Gravitatie-detectoren: luisteren naar de Big Bang…

LHC FCC

ETLISA

Mede dankzij Nikhef Techno’s!

Veel spannend onderzoek onderweg
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4 Forces of the Universe



Elektron                                       Muon

Cosmische stralen

Cathode rays

Isidor Rabi:
“Who ordered that?”

Anderson
1936

Thomson
1879



23 maart 2021: Nikhef en LHCb/CERN publieke website
http://lhcb-public.web.cern.ch : https://www.nikhef.nl/news/ :

Particle Physics slang: “New Physics” = particles of fields beyond the Standard Model

http://lhcb-public.web.cern.ch/
https://www.nikhef.nl/news/
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A story on darts and penguins

Melissa Franklin

John Ellis
Effective couplings 

•  Historical example 

13 

•  Analog: Flavour-changing neutral current 

𝑏

𝑠

𝜇#

𝜇$

18 / 31
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Penguins in de Big Bang theory…

54
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